GOVERNOR RELEASE ANUVADAK BANDHUTWA YATRA

July 26, 2019
Sravana 4, 1941

Governor of Goa, Smt. Mridula Sinha appreciated the Bhasha Samanwaya Vedhi, Calicut for the beautiful initiative of translating Konkani Literature into Malayalam language and successfully publishing it.

The Governor was speaking at the book release function “Anuvadak Bandhutwa Yatra” organized by Bhasha Samanwaya Vedhi, Calicut at Darbar hall Raj Bhavan, today.

Governor further said that translating plays the very important role in connecting people worldwide and getting them closer in understanding each other by expressing their ideas. “Translation helps readers to read literature from other parts of the world and know their experiences and relate them with oneself”, she added. The scope of translation is bright and should continue in the coming years because it is the only medium through which different people come to know about different works, she urged.

Bhasha Samanwaya Vedhi, Calicut, President, Dr. R. Surendran (Aarsu), addressing the gathering expressed his happiness at the book and lauded the work done by their team. This an initiative to do something good for Konkani language he added.

Present on the occasion were Professor Y. V. Reddy along with others.

Head of the Hindi Department, Goa University, Dr. Vrushali Mandrekar welcomed the gathering while Shri. Shrushri Shoshina and Dr. Shina Yepan compered the function and Shri Velayoudhan Pallikan proposed the vote of thanks.
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